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The education code authorizes only three types of academic (faculty) employees:
Regular (tenured), contract (probationary, tenure-track), and temporary.  The District employs such 
persons in monthly-rate and/or hourly-rate assignments.

Filling Monthly Rate Positions

1. Vacancies will be considered as follows:

a. Open position.   An open position is one in which no employee holds status.

b. Leave position.   A leave position is one in which an employee holds status but
is not currently serving due to a formal or informal leave.

2. Filling Open Positions.   Open positions may be filled in the following ways:

a. Transfer   A current employee with probationary or permanent status may be 
transferred from another department or from another location according to the policies
covering such transfers.  See PG B435 for transfer policies.

b. Probationary appointment.   A probationary appointment may be made from the 
appropriate eligible list.  If not full-time, the position must exceed 60% of a full-time 
position.  In order to earn a year’s credit toward tenure a probationary employee must 
serve the complete school year (75% or more of the days the school is maintained, or 
75% of the number of hours considered full-time for regular employees having similar 
duties in the District).

c. Temporary appointment.   A temporary appointment of an instructor for one or two 
complete semesters may be made from the appropriate eligible list when justified by either 
higher enrollment or because a faculty member has been granted leave for a semester, 
quarter, or year, or is experiencing long-term illness (EC 87482).  No person shall be so 
employed pursuant to EC 87482 for more than two complete semesters in any period of 
three consecutive school years.  Assignments as a monthly rate and/or hourly rate 
temporary employee which total not more than sixty percent of the number of hours 
considered a full-time assignment for regular employees having similar duties in the 
District shall not be counted as a complete semester, and any such semester shall not be 
counted as one of the two semesters permitted in any three-consecutive-year period.
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In combining hourly-rate and monthly-rate assignments, teaching hours are to be used, compared to the 



full load in each subject, and added to yield the total equivalent FTE to compare to 60%.  If the assignment
varies within the semester, a time average is to be used on the days served (excluding days absent) within
the days the school is maintained (excluding holidays and vacations, including flex days and final exam
periods).  A time average is to be used on the hours served within the days the school is maintained during
the school year, to determine if a complete school year is served (75% or more of hours compared to
full- time), excluding hours served pursuant to EC 87482.5. 

d.   Temporary SFP Appointment.   A temporary and/or hourly rate appointment to a specially funded
program may be made from the appropriate eligible list (EC 87470).  Assignments may be extended for
the duration of the program.

e.   Temporary Appointment of 20 Days or Less   A temporary appointment may be made to a regular
position if, due to an emergency situation such as the death or the unexpected resignation of an
employee, it is not practical to make a regular appointment from the eligible list.  Service in this
position shall be from day to day but not in excess of 20 working days (EC 87480) (See PG B305).

3. Filling Positions of Faculty Members Absent from Service.  Such positions may be filled in the following 
ways:

a.  Temporary transfer or exchange.  A current employee with permanent status may be transferred to
a new location on a temporary basis for periods not to exceed one year.  See PG B407 for temporary
transfer policies.

b.  Temporary appointments of 20 days or less.  Persons on the substitute list, or monthly-rate faculty in
replacement service, may fill such a position.  See PG B301 for policy on replacement service and
PG B305 for day-to-day substitutes policies.  Service in such a position by a temporary employee 
under EC 87480 may not exceed 20 working days (See PG B305).

c.  Long-term temporary appointment.   A long-term temporary appointment may be made from the appropriate 
eligible list for positions of faculty members absent from service for more than 20 working days.  No person shall 
be so employed pursuant to EC 87482 for more than two complete semesters in any period of three consecutive 
school years.  Assignments as a monthly rate and/or hourly rate temporary employee which total not more than 
sixty percent of the number of hours considered a full-time assignment for regular employees having similar 
duties in the District shall not be counted as a complete semester, and any such semester shall not be counted as 
one of the two semesters permitted in any three-consecutive-year period.  In combining hourly-rate and monthly-
rate assignments, teaching hours are to be used, compared to the full load in each subject, and added to yield the 
total equivalent FTE to compare to 60%.  If the assignment varies within the semester a time average is to be 
used on the days served (excluding days absent) within the days the school is maintained (Excluding holidays and 
vacations, including flex days and final exam periods).  A time average is to be used on the hours served within 
the days the school is maintained during the school year, to determine if a complete school year is served  (75% 
or more of hours compared to full-time), excluding hours served pursuant
to EC 87482.5. An eligible incumbent may be continued for an additional semester in the same discipline at the 
same college, at the discretion of the college, if there is no break in service. No break in service occurs if the 
incumbent has worked in the position during the prior semester, or has not worked in the position for not more 
than one semester between the semester worked and the additional semester.
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  4. Specially Funded Programs. The limitations in 2c. and 3b. above disallowing appointments for more than two 
semesters in a three-consecutive-year period and in 5 below regarding appointments for a complete school year, 
do not apply to appointments made in specially funded programs and contract education programs (generally 



program numbers 500 or higher, and program 117).  These are authorized under EC 87470.  Note:  EOP&S, 
DSP&S, Calworks, Matriculation, and other program 400 series activities are not specially funded for this rule.

  5. Complete Semester and Complete School Year. A faculty member who has served during a semester for 
more than 60% of the number of hours considered full-time for regular employees having similar duties in the 
District (based on the days during which the school is maintained) shall be deemed to have served that complete 
semester.  A faculty member who has served during a school year consisting of two semesters for 75% or more 
of the number of hours (excluding any hours served pursuant to EC 87482.5) considered full-time for regular 
employees  having similar duties in the District (base on the days during which the school is maintained) shall be 
deemed to have served that complete school year.  If a complete school year is served in temporary status, no 
temporary appointment pursuant to EC 87482 (no more than 60%) is permitted until two additional school years 
have passed.

  6. Reclassification.    Certain types of service in violation of the rules outlined in this guide result in the employee’s 
becoming entitled to reclassify to contract status, and some cases for prior temporary service to count as service 
toward tenure.  

If an employee serves three temporary semesters pursuant to EC 87482 within any three consecutive school 
years, the third such semester becomes a semester of probationary service and the employee is probationary.  If 
the complete school year containing the third semester has been served, it counts as a tenure year, and if the 
complete previous school year has been served, that counts as the first tenure year.

7. Temporary service for less than a complete semester.  Temporary monthly rate and/or hourly rate service which 
totaled and averaged over the days the school is maintained during a semester, does not exceed 60% of a full 
assignment (i.e. 60% of the hours per week considered full-time for regular employees having similar duties in 
the District) is authorized by EC 87482.5 and such service may not lead to reclassification.  Normally EC 
87482.5 service is the status of hourly-rate assignments for persons without monthly-rate assignments in the 
District.  EC 87842.5 forbids contract appointments at 60% or less of a full-time assignment.  If during three 
consecutive school years an employee is in temporary service for only two complete semesters and is in 
temporary service in a third semester for less than that complete semester pursuant to EC 87482.5 the employee 
is not so employed for more than two semesters pursuant to EC 87482.

8. Implied semester and school year contract.  Since the natural unit of instructional service is the semester, a 
temporary employee with an assignment extending over a period of time less than the entire semester is implied 
to have a contract for the entire semester which includes zero service during that portion of the semester outside 
the assignment.  If a complete school year is served, the employee is implied to have a contract for the entire 
school year which includes zero service during any portion of the school year outside the assignment.
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